
THE DIVERSITY OF UNIQUE



EXPERT
winegrowers

Bodegas Tinto Figuero is formed from a lifetime dedicated to 
growing vines. When José María García and Milagros Figuero 
got married in 1961 they were gifted 1,000 vines each, from 
which they have created their heritage.

�om a thous� vines



OUR
HERITAGE
In 2001 José María and Milagros fulfilled their lifelong 
dream by founding Bodegas Tinto Figuero. They are 
the heirs of a deep understanding of sustainable culti-
vation, recovery of old vines and respect for nature and 
her people.



our commitment
To achieve the best possible quality of grape at every harvest



RIBERA
DEL DUEROA st�y � success



LA HORRA
La Horra has more than 1,000 hectares of 
vineyards with their own, individual character. It 
is an area that is internationally recognised for 
the qualities of its soils and its microclimate, 
which provide an exceptional location for 
growing vineyards.

� �s qualities



An environment 
that make us 

exceptional in the 
village of La HorraTe�oir

Old vines
Tempranillo,

Pre-phylloxera clone

Soil
Clay red lutites, silt, sandstone 

and gravels

Relief 
Gentle undulation

Altitude
790 - 850 meters above sea level

Climate
Continental Mediterranean

Diurnal range
In August and September during grape 

maturation: more fruit and acidity

no
irrigation



Te�oir

soils

Conglomerates, silts, 
sandstones and

red clays

Silt, ocher clays with carbonated 
intercalations, sandstones and 

conglomerates

Clays, silt, sand and gravel 
(meander deposits)

Gravels, sands and 
silts (alluvial)

Reddish clays with 
conglomeric levels



MAP OF
THE AREA

Villalobón Peak

Altitude betwen
790 - 850m

Duero River
Gentle undulation









i leave you
the horizon

The vines



100% 
TEMPRANILLO
The vineyard from La Horra was replanted between 
1910-1930 thanks to the help of the Congregation of 
La Sagrada Familia brothers, who generated a “mass” 
selection pattern of the different local clones.

�om La H�ra



More than 
110 plots

Plot map



More than 50 
microplots 
that are over 
50 years old.

Planted between 1910 and 1965



micro
vinifications
by zone



the 
value of 
manual 
labour

micro
vinifications
by zone



We use plants that help us improve the self-defence of our vineyards reducing the use of copper and sulphur to the 
absolute minimum limits allowed in organic and biodynamic agriculture.

Know How

Deep
ploughing

Use organic 
fertilisers

Hand
pruning

Green
harvest

Cluster
thinning

Hand
harvest



the winery



TRABAJANDO 
EN LA
EXCELENCIA 
CADA AÑADA

Excellence 
in every 
vintage



seven wines

one vi�age
one varietal



Following the classic ageing 
structure we create three 
essential wines. Roble, Crianza 
and Reserva.

Body, liveliness and softness.

RIBERA DEL
DUERO

� elegance �





We carry out a meticulous selection 
and grouping of micro-plots, which 

gives each wine a marked personality 
from each area of our terroir.

FROM OUR 
OLD VINEYARD

vine � vine





Enjoy!

QUINTESSENTIAL
IMPORTER | MARKETER | DISTRIBUTOR

www.quintessentialwines.com


